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Sounds

And the Winner is...

Predictions for the 2010 Juno Awards
By Jonny Hodder

For music fans, every award show is a mixed-bag of
tricks. Depending on your particular musical proclivities,
they can be a home run or a wash out, and you might
find yourself stoked that your favourite band is finally
getting the recognition they deserve, or ranting that the
judging panel hasn’t a clue. The Juno’s are no different.
While they strive to recognize the accomplishments of
both long-established and up-and-coming musicians,
they also fall prey to the same criticisms of many other
large-scale awards shows.

There’s potential for an upset from Johnny Reid or
Michael Bublé, but don’t hold your breath. Also, in a
surprising turn, the ravenous 13 year old fans of Justin
Bieber couldn’t tweet to a win for the pop prince.

Here’s a look at the Nominees. To be practical, we’ll
stick to the ‘big awards’ and avoid the more technical
awards (Sound Engineering, Aboriginal Recording,
Classical Composition) simply because I’m familiar with
the former and have no clue about the latter. So please,
no hate mail.

will foxy box. Susan Boyle will referee to validate the
‘International’ aspect of this award, ensuring that we
don’t just call it what it usually is: Best American Album.

New Artist of the Year: Jusitn Bieber, Carly Rae Jepsen,
Danny Fernandes, Drake and Shiloh. Let’s build a time
machine, go ten years into the future, and see which
of these haven’t been wiped from cultural memory or
relegated to the ‘One Hit Wonder’ Archives.

Single of the Year: This category is anybody’s guess,
though Drake’s Best I Ever Had is probably the dark
horse. Billy Talent’s Rusted from the Rain and The Hip’s
Love is a First are both so-so, but either could take it. No New Group of the Year: To the nominees’ credit, they
idea how or why Metric’s Gimme Sympathy was left off. have the strongest showing during St. John’s JunoFest:
The Arkells, Stereos, Down with Webster and Ten
Looking at nominees, primary criticisms can be summed Album of the Year: Dear God: Don’t let Bieber win. Best Second Epic (4 of the 5 nominees) are all performing at
venues in the city leading up to the awards. Thus, they
up by two questions: Why did “Band X” get nominated? Wishes. Michael Bublé or Johnny Reid are forerunners
and Why the hell didn’t “Band Y” get nominated? After
for the big kahuna of the Junos. Billy Talent’s III gained should all win. Sorry, The New Cities.
the show, just substitute “win” for “get nominated” to get radio play, but lost the raw energy of the first two. And
Songwriter of the Year: Often the most interesting
the same effect. And if you’re passionate about music,
Diana Krall is always a threat in any category, despite
category, and always stacked with Canadian talent.
you’re never completely satisfied with the results. This
never being on anyone’s radar through the year.
Michal Bublé and Emily Haines (Metric) are both
is an inevitable fact of life, as unavoidable as puberty,
respectable songwriters, and Joel Plaskett could win
heartbreak and getting drunk on New Year’s Eve, only to International Album of the Year: Taylor Swift and Kings
based on quantity alone (A triple CD and bonus EP
discover the cat doesn’t want to be your dance partner. of Leon should fight to the death. If they all die, then
containing 30 tracks). But money is on K’Naan.
Britney Spears and Fergie from Black Eyed Peas

Fan Choice: Nickleback are perennial favourites. Their
brand of predictable, radio-friendly Can-Rock hits the
demographic sweet spot, appealing to almost anyone.
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Group of the Year: Blue Rodeo’s inclusion (up against
Metric, Billy Talent, Hedley and The Tragically Hip)
deserves the same criticism as Jann Arden in Artist
of the Year. Sure, they’ve had a resurgent year with
The Things We Left Behind, but you don’t necessarily
deserve a Group of the Year award.

Rock Album of the Year: Without hesitation, and with
blind eye turned to the irony of the title, Nickleback’s
Dark Horse is the frontrunner. That said, Alexisonfire’s
Old Crows/Young Cardinals is far more deserving and
less likely to win. The Tragically Hip and Billy Talent
have a chance, while Three Days Grace is a long shot.
Meanwhile, Matt Good’s Vancouver gets the Juno-shaft
even though it out-rocks anything else on the list.
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The Early Show
Hosted by Ian Foster
By Gary Moore

Hosting a late show is tough, ask Conan O’Brien.
During a Late Night television show controversy Ian
Foster spotted an opportunity and decided it was
time for a new trend, enter the birth of The EARLY
Show. Ian’s come to realize that there’s an audience
that enjoy live music on a weeknight, Thursday in
particular. Understanding the next day is a Friday, and
people have to get up to face one more day of work,
the compromise? The EARLY Show.
In the world of musicians punctuality isn’t always
a forté. This is where The EARLY Show defies all
clichés, it’s a feature that the show starts on time
every Thursday, being loyal to those who have don’t
want to stay out late. The show starts 9pm sharp at
The Rose & Thistle Pub and has no cover charge.

Wine

The format to The EARLY Show is consistent. Every
week, Ian opens the evening with a 30 minute set,
followed by a 45 minute set by the weekly musical
guest then Ian takes the stage, one last time, to close
the night with another 30 minutes.

down, Ian’s
already been
nominated for
MUSICNL and
ECMA awards,
Ian Foster Credit: Virginia Middleton
toured across
The one variable is the musical guest, who have been Canada and recently had two songs used in Republic
of Doyle (No Fool For You and Troubadours).
astounding talents; Dennis Parker, Jerry Stamp and
Matthew Hornell to name a few. Adam Baxter and
The EARLY Show is a sign that Ian will also be a key
Andrew O’Brien will fill the seat April 22 and April 29
contributor to the music industry as an innovator. This
respectively. The music performed is original and
could have been a typical weekly show hosted by Ian.
serves as a showcase to the songwriters to perform
Instead it’s well branded and has features tailored to
their music for an audience who’s there with every
his audience, offering a consistent and fresh product
intention to listen. Ian has demonstrated through his
every Thursday. For more information regarding The
talent that he’ll be an important musical figure in the
EARLY Show or Ian Foster visit ianfoster.ca
provincial music industry. With no signs of slowing

A Tale of Two Regions

Burgundy and Bordeaux, compared and explained
By Jennifer Murray

Ever felt lost in the French section of a liquor store not
knowing what grape’s in the bottle in your hand? Well,
you’re not alone; here’s some info that might be helpful.
If you know you like Pinot Noir or Cabernet Sauvignon
you might be looking, in vain, for the grape on the label
and that’s due to history - not to make life difficult!

and imported wines from Bordeaux. The Dutch were
also the ones who drained the marshes of Medoc,
Dijon and ends (if the Beaujolais are included) a little
north of the culinary capital Lyon. In general Burgundy’s where some of the great appellations of Bordeaux
referred to as the region comprised of the Cote de Nuits, hail from. The Dutch introduced the use of sulphur,
Cote de Beaune, Cote Chalonnaise and the Maconnais making wines more stable. In the 18th century England
displaced the Dutch and was back in full force in the
with Beaujolais starting south of Macon. The history of
Bordeaux region, maintaining control for many years.
Burgundy started around 587AD with donations to the
The somewhat controversial appellation system of 1855
Pinot Noir and Chardonnay
abbey of St. Benignus. Over years, monasteries made
in Bordeaux differs with Burgundy in that the Bordelais
First, remember that in Burgundy basically all reds are
Burgundy what it is today. Meticulous record keeping,
system is based on the reputation of the Chateaux
from the Pinot Noir and all whites from the Chardonnay. charting of vineyards and the quality of wines they
and the average prices their wines commanded in the
There are some exceptions, but they’re negligible. If
yielded, created the hierarchy as it stands today. The
counting Beaujolais to Burgundy, then the Gamay, the
appellations are graded according to the regard in which markets over a long period.
grape of choice in that region, should be mentioned.
their wines were held and are structured like the layers
Comparing regions, it’s obvious that Burgundians have,
of an onion, from regional, communal to the grand cru
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Sauvignon Blanc/ appellations of specific vineyards. Quality of the product in general, a more difficult cross to bear. They only use
Semillon
single varieties, so when the harvest doesn’t ripen well
over centuries is what decided the denominations.
In Bordeaux, practically all wines are blends! The grape
they end up with a possibly lesser wine that cannot
varieties used are mainly Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot,
Bordeaux is on the west coast of France and, whereas command as high a price. Making things worse, the
Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot for reds and Sauvignon Burgundy is landlocked, it has ready access to a
Pinot Noir grape is difficult to grow! The Bordelais on the
Blanc and Semillon for whites. Again, there are some
other hand can use early and later ripening varieties and
vast market because of shipping. The true success
variations, but it’s safely said these are the main ones.
blend accordingly. In a colder year there might be more
of Bordeaux began in 1152 with Eleanor of Aquitaine
of the earlier ripening Merlot in the blend than of the
marrying Henry Plantagenet, who later became King
To simplify, Bordeaux is all about blending wines and
later ripening Cabernet Sauvignon, giving winemakers
Henry II of England. Bordeaux became the source
Burgundy is all about single variety wines. Keeping all
more tools to work with. Hopefully you can now venture
of wine for England. The Dutch, with their huge fleet,
this in mind while exploring a bit further:
into the French section with less trepidation!
controlled the greater part of trade in the 17th century

Burgundy , located in eastern France, starts south of
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Michelle Edison

Juno Volunteer Coordinator takes a moment from her busy preparations
BY Alison Murray

Recently residents of St. John’s have been finding
the anticipated blast of posters, banners raised in the
downtown core and ticket booths springing up at various
locations. Dubbed Ruckus on the Edge, April 12-19, the
city’s become a bustling hub for musicians and music
lovers from across Canada. The week is designed to
showcase, not just the sights and sounds of St. John’s,
but also the nations musical diversity all leading up to
the 39th Juno Awards on April 18 at Mile One. Hosting
one of 2010’s most anticipated events in the music
industry, along with the many others leading up to the
Juno’s, requires a lot of planning and people to make it
a memorable success. Delegating the many volunteers
involved with Ruckus on the Edge and the 2010 Juno
Awards is Volunteer Coordinator Michelle Edison.

Current asked Edison what her five favourite things that
she’s most looking forward to. She started by saying
“the ability to showcase the beauty of this island of ours
and the wonderful talent we have to offer.” Second,
Edison is looking forward “to interacting with the visitors
who will be arriving to St. John’s and providing them with
information on the province’s history and to learn about
theirs.”
After learning about the diversity of Canada’s heritage,
Edison says she’s keen “to work with all the generous
volunteers who are committed to the success of these
events.” Next, with the event drawing in crowds,
Edison’s anticipating “the streets, shops, pubs/clubs and
restaurants being filled with people from all over.” And

lastly, Edison is looking
forward to “the music that
will continuously be playing
for the entire Juno week!”
As host for the 2010
Juno Awards, the host
committee and the city of
St. John’s has developed
a week focused on local and national musical talent,
encompassing different genres. However, as Edison
points out, as well as being the host city for the event,
St. John’s is also acting as a venue for people to
come together, enjoy various styles of music while
experiencing diverse cultures and creative inspiration.

Chaulk’s A Few Kinds of Wrong
Word Up Tina
A lot of Right
BY Gina Gill
Tina Chaulk’s A Few Kinds of Wrong follows Jennifer
through mourning and her life since her father died a
year ago. How long do you morn? When do you accept
reality? Although the usual reaction to death should
eventually be acceptance, Jennifer cannot face it. She
holds his life closest to her own and refuses to move
on. As more tragedy enters her life, she drinks away her
pain or works on cars at her garage. Seeking comfort in
alcohol, forcing her existing relationships out of her life.
Living in a man’s world has given Jennifer an edge,
a feminist strength that allows her to take pride as a
mechanic and earn the respect of fellow workers.
The plots plays out like a script, with most of
the characters coming to life through dialogue.
Conversations leak Newfoundland slang and culture,

Event

Business Should not be afraid to get green
BY Charissa Reeves

Linda Bartlett of NEIA said the association recognizes
a bit of a fear in the business community implementing
“green” practices because they’re costly. “It’s not
about ‘tree-hugging’ it’s about business, the new green
economy and impacting businesses’ bottom line.” The
focus of AGM was to dispel myths and show that using
sustainable practices isn’t only socially responsible, but
also to saves costs, engages employees and leads to

|

The story feels a little immature, a sense of a teen
novel mixed with intelligent metaphors and well thought
out plot. A brilliant insight to the single woman’s trials
and tragedies, while also describing the Newfoundland

community of
support and family.
No matter how hard
we try to escape the
people we are born
beside, they remain
constant throughout our lives. Caulk deals with realistic
problems most must endure, a Nan with Alzheimer’s,
a visit to a father’s grave, a mother who moves on
quicker than a mourning daughter would prefer - you
find yourself becoming Jennifer, yelling at her through
the pages to make the right decisions. Although serious
subjects arise, A Few Kinds of Wrong is gut wrenching
and sarcastic, balanced with true life. Worth a read for
men and women alike, an interpretation of how we deal
with memories, life and tragedy.

NEIA AGM brings MEC and Suzuki CEO’s to St. John’s

On April 14 businesses gathered at the Holiday Inn to
hear how using environmental strategy can help them
become more competitive at the Newfoundland and
Labrador Environmental Industry Association’s (NEIA)
Annual Conference and Trade Show. The conference
was headlined some of the top CEO’s in Canada
such as David Labistour of Mountain Equipment Coop
(MEC) and Peter Robinson, CEO of the David Suzuki
Foundation as well as world-class environmentalists
and policy experts covering topics such as leadership
strategies, financial growth, new government policies
and legislations and clean technologies.

CURRENT

bringing things closer to home. Jennifer also mentions
landmarks within the St. John’s area, allowing the
readers to picture things without additional description.
An uncommon approach to this type of novel, Chaulk
decides on first-person, and through her specific dialect
the true Jennifer is shown. A selfish, destructive being
who has tremendous support to help her become aware
of her downward spiral. Chaulk provides specific details
to every aspect and forces tears, every time Jennifer
cries, a lump forced in your throat as you try, along with
her, to stop yourself.

Page 6

innovation, market opportunities and competitiveness.
Toby Heaps, CEO and Founder of Corporate Knights,
the Magazine for Clean Capitalism also spoke.
Corporate Knights publishes the annual Global 100

Most Sustainable Corporations in the World, announced
each year at the World Economic Forum in Davos,
Switzerland and companies such as Suncor Energy, TD,
RBC and Telus. For more go to conference.neia.org
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David Bolduc

Art

Prolific and poetic Canadian Abstract Artist Passes Away
By Jeffrey Spalding

David Bolduc (1945-2010) was Canada’s leading
maker of poetic, lyrical colour abstract paintings and the
inheritor of the mantle of modernism within the legacy
of Jack Bush and Gershon Iskowitz. Bolduc, well-read
and widely traveled, accumulated the lessons learned
from a lifetime spent exploring the pleasures of the rich
visual history of civilization. His peripatetic wanderings
took him around the world and across Canada, but he
found his home on the Southern Shore. His art draws
upon and celebrates the collective world artistic heritage:
Persian miniatures, Oriental rugs, African art, Asian
calligraphy and the range of his inquisitive mind.
He came to attention in the early 70s through his
exhibitions at the prestigious Carmen Lamanna
Gallery. These works were taut, refined monochrome
compositions within the tradition of reductive, geometric
abstraction and were shown painters like Brice Marden
and Paterson Ewen. By the mid-70s, he and Ewen were
breaking free of this mould and their new work sprang

Event

Bolduc embraced joyous fauvistic colour and for four
decades his work evolved within his characteristic style

How to Enjoy a Star-Studded Week
By Debby Winters

One of the biggest parties, JunoFest, will be marking its
9 year anniversary as it returns to St. John’s where it all
began! Current is proud to be a sponsor of JunoFest
which features 100 artists at over a dozen venues. One
wristband will get you into any showcase you choose.
You can find a complete schedule of performers and
venues at www.junofest.ca. There’s even a printable
map of all locations you can take along so you don’t
miss a thing! Enjoy entertainers like Jully Black, Terri
Clarke, Down with Webster, Ten Second Epic, Digging
Roots, Chin, The Dardanelles and many more. There
will be an all-ages show on Friday and Saturday at The
CLB Armoury, 82 Harvey Road.
On April 17 at the newly renovated LSPU Hall, Red
Bull presents, Heavy on The Right Coast at 10pm; an
exclusive performance by Canada’s leading DJ’s on
one stage, hosted by Canada’s fastest rising hip-hop
artist, Drake, in partnership with Pink Mafia, Last Gang
Entertainment and TMKO Lawyers. Be sure take in
the ultimate street party as CTV presents Juno’s on
George on Sunday, April 18. An expected 4,000 fans
will pack historic George Street to participate in this
exclusive live experience hosted by Damhnait Doyle and
Kim Stockwood. The event features live entertainment
by nominees Arkells and Deadmau5, appearances
by Trailer Park Boys Ricky and Bubbles, as well as
giveaways between 6 - 8pm.
Autograph seekers be sure to take in Fan Fare at the
Village Mall on Saturday from 12 - 3pm. This free event
is an all-time fan favourite packed with interviews,
giveaways and the chance to meet 2010 Juno Award
nominees and other artists! For more information, visit
www.junofanfare.ca.

|

Bolduc’s art re-asserted a strong figure-ground
relationship of a hovering main motif articulated in bold
impasto colours squeezed and drawn directly from the
tube atop a stained background. In so doing, Bolduc
became the locus of the evolution of a tendency strongly
associated with a whole generation of Toronto painters.
For all its modernity, his compositional form harkens to
antiquarian appearances gleaned from time spent with
books. His sensitivity to this history prepared him to be
the contributor of exquisite illustrations to a number of
hand-made books and accompaniments to finely-crafted
literary publications.

Juno Survival Guide

St. John’s is the place to be as Juno festivities climax.
You may be into rock n roll, classical, soul, dance or just
about anything, even if all you want to do is see some
VIP’s in town; there’s something for everybody.

CURRENT

forth with vivid colour and linear mark-making. While
Ewen gravitated towards New Image figuration and
landscape, Bolduc evolved a unique signature approach
to central imagery abstraction.
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One of Juno week’s most popular events - Songwriters’
Circle happen on Sunday at the Arts and Culture
Center. Hosted by Juno’s 2009 Songwriter Of The Year
winner, Dallas Green (City and Colour/Alexisonfire).
This exceptional concert is an opportunity to see some
of today’s most talented Canadian singer-songwriters
sharing stories and performing on stage. Artists include
Amelia Curran (this province’s only nominee), Jarvis
Church, Michael Kaeshammer and Lights. Tickets can
be purchased through the Arts and Culture Centre
Box Office or by phone at 729-3900. Proceeds from
this event will benefit MusiCounts, Canada’s music
education charity, associated with CARAS to keep music
alive in schools.
The Juno Awards take place Sunday at Mile One,
the show will be broadcast by CTV and feature great
Canadian talent like Billy Talent, Blue Rodeo, Drake,
Johnny Reid, Justin Bieber, Metric and Michael Bublé.
When planning to head down to these events you can
leave your car behind, as many roads will be closed in
the downtown area on Sunday from 3 - 11pm. The best
way to travel is using the city’s Park and Ride service
which will be offered to the general public to and from
Queen Street at a cost of $2.00, return trip. Buses will
depart from: Confederation Building Parking Lot and
Bowring Park from 5 - 7:30pm. Return trips from Queen
Street will operate between 10 - 11:00pm.
Taxis will be permitted to drop passengers off on New
Gower Street on the eastbound side only and on
Adelaide Street prior to the start of the show. At the end
of the show a taxi layby will be provided on New Gower
Street on the eastbound side. The taxi laybys on George
Street and Adelaide Street will be closed for this event.
Disabled Access for Mile One will be via the Convention
Center only. Limited parking will be available in the
Convention Center parking lot. Users must have a valid
Disabled Parking permit.

and formats.The
temperament
and tone of the
works differed
widely from
stately, restrained and under-spoken neutrals to riotous
exuberant gregarious colour symphonies.
In the 90s he and his best friend painter Alex Cameron
commenced regular visits to the rocky coastlines and
forests of the Avalon, first to Pouch Cove and then
southward where he found a home in Biscay Bay.
He held annual solo exhibitions dating from the early
seventies; his works are in public collections from coast
to coast. In his final year Bolduc completed and mounted
final shows for James Baird and Christopher Cutts.
Confident mastery of his craft combines with a humble
acceptance of his personal place within art’s cosmos; his
final shows were a triumph of the personality as well as
of the hand.
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FILM

Clash of the Titans

Starring Sam Worthington, Liam Neeson and Ralph Fiennes
By Tim CONWAY

Runtime: 106 minutes / ««1/2
Hauling yet another empty net into his boat, its no
secret that a frustrated Spyros feels abandoned. Still,
there’s hope for him and the crew - comprised of his
wife and children. They’ve sailed beneath a colossal
icon of Zeus, close enough to make an offering that
could help improve their prospects. Just as Spyros
is about to appropriately demonstrate his reverence,
he looks up to see a number of soldiers from the
nearby city of Argos destroying the statue in an open
demonstration of hostility to the gods. The expression
“there’ll be hell to pay,” takes a literal turn, when Hades,
god of the underworld, and brother of Zeus, rises to
retaliate. Given Spyros and his family’s proximity to the
violence, they dread the worst, but Hades’ destruction
of the fishing boat isn’t an unavoidable result of being in
harm’s way, but a deliberate, indefensible act.

city will be annihilated.
All is not lost. Perseus learns that the plight of the Argive
ruler exposes Hades’ Achilles heel, which further fuels
his desire to avenge the loss of his family. Unfortunately,
upon discovering his lineage, Perseus’ hosts have
imprisoned him. To defeat Hades, he must gain the
trust of his captors, a challenge made somewhat easier
by the obvious benefits his quest holds for the city.
He’s released into the company of an assemblage of
courageous fighters, armed and ready to go.
Those remotely familiar with Greek mythology are
aware, at this point, that Clash of the Titans isn’t a
faithful rendition of tales that have influenced western
culture for years. Likewise, audience members with
a rudimentary knowledge of the era are likely to be
amused with the disregard for accuracy. Keep listening
for the word “legion,” for example. In its defence, films
of this nature aren’t intended as instructional media, and
deviations from source material are perfectly excusable.

On a roll though, he convinces Zeus to let him remind
the Argives of the natural order of things. Meanwhile,
Perseus, Spyros’ adopted son, has been rescued and
Although it’s a remake of the commercially successful
brought to Argos, just in time for Hades’ arrival, who lays 1981 film of the same name, this Clash of the Titans
down the law. He notifies King Cepheus that, unless he owes as much to The Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter,
sacrifices his daughter to the gods within ten days, the

Dating

and modern video games, as it does to the original
movie. The intrepid party of LOTR substitutes is off to
find something and bring it back, rather than take ‘a
found something’ far away to get rid of it. They even
manage to acquire a suitable replacement for a wizard,
and the Stygian witches do a suitable tribute to Gollum.
They accumulate various magical items to help them
proceed and whenever they crest a hill or cross a plain,
the orchestra strikes up to accompany a sweeping
shot of the determined trekkers, just like in... you know.
Finally, wait for a fantastically rendered Pegasus to
replace a broom for a variation on Quidditch.
It’s no surprise that the release was delayed so that
it could be in 3D. It doesn’t improve anything, but it’s
popular, and it’s pretty clear that those behind this film
would work Santa Claus in if they had a December
launch. If this gets your goat, then it’s best to skip
Clash of the Titans, but if you can enjoy great effects,
adventure peppered with a few rousing fight scenes,
and Ralph Fiennes’ Goth take on Snidely Whiplash,
you’ll have a ball.

Bar Stool Secrets

Tips for when your out and about
By Tara Lehman

Some say bars aren’t the
place to meet great people.
How can that be since
you’ve likely been to a bar?
Aren’t you a great person?
Although it may not be the
most ideal setting, rather
than be closed-minded,
take a look at what matters,
which is how you behave
when you’re in a bar. It’s
possible to be classy so
people realize you aren’t looking for a one night stand.

What You Wear: While a short skirt and stilettos may

to take seriously as well. A woman’s first impression
doesn’t need to be how much chest hair they have.

Location, Location: Be selective of where you go.
Having a regular bar provides an environment you are
comfortable in and a chance to get to know othes. Even if
they aren’t people you are romantically interested in, you
can easily make friends. Places you frequent can say a lot
about your personality such as the music you like, if you
enjoy dancing, age of people you like to be around, etc…
Know Your Limit: Good first impressions require being

at least somewhat sober and you’ll likely make far better
decisions with fewer, if any, regrets in the morning. Need
more be said?

look great on the right woman, it doesn’t necessarily stamp
‘I’m looking for a serious relationship’ across her forehead. Drink Offer: When a man offers to buy a woman a drink,
Men with shirts unbuttoned half way down are more difficult it often makes her feel obligated to talk to him, and she

may not be interested. Ladies are beginning to buy drinks
for men these days though which is a nice touch. Offering
a drink is kind, however it can be difficult to tell if the man/
woman is doing it in hopes of taking the other person home
or if it’s a sincere effort to get to know them.
Avail of all the ways there are to meet people in St. John’s,
even if it means keeping your eyes peeled in a bar. Like
anything, just go about it the right way. Don’t subscribe to
the belief that there are more women than men out there to
date because there are plenty of both in this city looking to
date great people. Not just people – ‘great’ people. There’s
a big difference.

Tara runs D8 Night, arranging speed dating events, blind
dates, online dating consultations and more. Dial 740-3733,
Facebook Group: D8 Night or www.lovediva.ca

Comics

www.thelittleworld.net/blog
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on!
Listings what’s
Check our local events calendar
FRIDAY, Apr 16
Arts and Culture Centre: ABBA Tribute
Delta: Metric
Konfusion: DJ Sina
Liquid: Dr. Drake
Spin: Funktastic Friday w/Leo van
Ulden & Kid Cue
Stanley’s: Karaoke
Turkey Joe’s: Filthy Fridays w/ DJ Lex
Yuk Yuk’s: Stephen Patterson (Host of
CBC Radio’s The Debaters)

SATURDAY, Apr 17
Delta: Alexisonfire
Greensleeves: Matthew Hornell & the
Diamond Minds, Good Lovlies, The
Dardanelles
Lottie’s Place: Jeff Lewis
Liquid: Mikey B, Steve Murray, Electro
Spin: Mike the Tailor
Stanley’s: Karaoke
The Martini Bar: Jully Black, Jarvis
Church
Turkey Joe’s: Sexual Saturdays w/DJ
Jaycee
Yuk Yuk’s: Stephen Patterson (Host of
CBC Radio’s The Debaters)

SUNDAY, Apr 18
Club One: CP Records Juno Afterparty
w/Belly + more
Greensleeves: Damian Follett
Grumpy Stump: Karaoke
Kelly’s Pub: Fred Jorgenson
O’Reilly’s: Traditional Open Session w/
Alan Byrne
Shamrock City Pub: Arthur & Con
O’Brien
Turkey Joe’s: Retro Sunday (Ladies
Night) w/DJ Lex

MONDAY, Apr 19
Greensleeves: Damian Follett
Grumpy Stump: Open Mic
Loft 709: Martini Monday’s w/DJ
Diamond
O’Reilly’s: Larry Foley and Patrick
Moran
Shamrock City Pub: Anthony
MacDonald & Ronnie Power
Turkey Joe’s: Manic Mondays: Happy
Hour All Night

TUESDAY, Apr 20
Auntie Crae’s: (Noon, free) Auntie
Crae’s Band
Bella Vista: (8:30PM, $5) Sizzlin Salsa
Tuesdays
Convention Centre: Wreckhouse Hot
Soup Cool Jazz
Greensleeves: Damian Follett
Grumpy Stump: Karaoke
Mile One Centre: Hedley
The Martini Bar: The Gambin Brothers
Shamrock City Pub: Connemara

Turkey Joe’s: Two for Tuesdays w/Carl
Peters & Dave White

WEDNESDAY, Apr 21
Dusk: Lanterns at Dusk fundraiser for
Victoria Park Lantern Festival
Grumpy Stump: Karaoke
Greensleeves: Kronik
Junctions: Wild Wednesdays w/Dr
Drake, DJ Fox
O’Reilly’s: The Bishops
The Fat Cat: Chris Kriby (acoustic)
The Rock House: (8:30PM, $5) Salsa
On the Rock weekly salsa dancing
The Ship: Folk Night w/Lindsay
Ferguson
Shamrock City Pub: The Navigators
Stanley’s: Karaoke
Turkey Joe’s: Wacky Wednesday’s w/
Dave White

THURSDAY, Apr 22
Greensleeves: Unlisted
Liquid: Open Decks
Johnson Geo Centre: Earth Day
Celebrations
Kelly’s Pub: Fred Jorgenson & Arthur
O’Brien
O’Reilly’s: Acoustic Punters
The Dock: Stixx and Stones
The Martini Bar: DJ Mark Power
Rabbittown Theatre: Problem Child
Shamrock City Pub: Middle Tickle
Turkey Joe’s: Tropical Thrus w/DJ
Chamba
Yuk Yuk’s: Pro/Am Comedy Slam
Yuk Yuk’s: Tobias Hargave (Vancouver
Comedy Festival & Just For Laughs)

FRIDAY, Apr 23
Rabbittown Theatre: Problem Child
St. Mary the Virgin Church: ‘To
Marguerite’ Benefit Concert
Stanley’s: Karaoke
The Ship: The Rick Lambe Band CD
Release
Turkey Joe’s: Filthy Fridays with DJ Lex
Yuk Yuk’s: Tobias Hargave (Vancouver
Comedy Festival & Just For Laughs)

SATURDAY, Apr 24

Loft 709: Dance League Saturday w/
DJ NuRock
Rabbittown Theatre: Problem Child
Spin: Seamless Saturday w/Mike the
Tailor
Stanley’s: (10PM) Karaoke
Turkey Joe’s: Sexual Saturdays w/
DJ Lex
Yuk Yuk’s: Tobias Hargave (Vancouver
Comedy Festival & Just For Laughs)

SUNDAY, Apr 25
Greensleeves: Damian Follett
Grumpy Stump: Karaoke

Kelly’s Pub: Fred Jorgenson
O’Reilly’s: Traditional Open Session w/
Alan Byrne
Shamrock City Pub: Arthur & Con
O’Brien
Turkey Joe’s: Retro Sunday (Ladies
Night) with DJ Lex

MONDAY, Apr 26
Grumpy Stump: Open Mic
Greensleeves: Damian Follett
O’Reilly’s: Larry Foley & Patrick Moran
Shamrock City Pub: Anthony
MacDonald & Ronnie Power
Turkey Joe’s: Manic Mondays - Happy
Hour All Night

TUESDAY, Apr 27
Auntie Crae’s: (Noon, free) Auntie
Crae’s Band
Bella Vista: (8:30PM, $5) Sizzlin Salsa
Tuesdays
Grumpy Stump: Karaoke
Greensleeves: Damian Follett
The Martini Bar: The Gambin Brothers
Shamrock City Pub: Connemara
Turkey Joe’s: Two for Tuesdays - “2 for
1” w/Carl Peters & Dave White

WEDNESDAY, Apr 28
Greensleevs: Kronik
Grumpy Stump: Karaoke
Junctions: Wild Wednesdays w/Dr
Drake, DJ Fox
O’Reilly’s: The Bishops
The Martini Bar: Acoustic Trio
Wednesday with Stixx and Stones
The Ship: Folk Night
Shamrock City Pub: The Navigators
Stanley’s: Karaoke
Turkey Joe’s: (10PM) Wacky
Wednesdays w/ Dave White

THURSDAY, Apr 29
Liquid: Open Decks
O’ Reilly’s: Acoustic Punters
The Dock: Stixx and Stones
The Martini Bar: DJ Mark Power
Shamrock City Pub: Middle Tickle
Turkey Joe’s: Tropical Thursdays w/ DJ
Chamba
Yuk Yuk’s: Pro/Am Comedy Slam
Yuk Yuk’s: Stephen Patterson (Host of
CBC Radio’s The Debaters)

What To Do?
(For Artists)

Short Sighted - Call for Submissions:
The Rooms, 1 min. video shorts,
deadline: Aug 6, 4pm
Neighbourhood Dance Works – Call for
Submissions: 21st Festival of New
Dance (September 2011). Deadline:
April 15, $20 processing fee; for
additional info, email ndw@nfld.net.

Female accompanist/singer wanted for
writing/performing project gtr.&/or
piano abilities,good pitch, harmony
sense a must lyric writing also an
asset. Email aewpike@hotmail.com
Anna Templeton Centre (Duckworth)
contact for info re: adult and youth
classes, workshops
Clay Cafe (39 Commonwealth Ave,
Mount Pearl 745-2345): open til 9PM
Devon House Clay Studio - open studio
times, contact for info
For The Love of Learning Call for
Submissions for its 4th anthology
of fiction and art. Emerging artists
between 15-35 can submit poetry,
stories and visual art. Call 722-8848
or visit www.fortheloveoflearning.org

Hurling Training on-going weekly.
Indoors. Contact Brendan Toland at:
Cabot_Hill_Hurling_Club@yahoo.ca

GALLERY LISTINGS

The Pottle Centre: (323 Hamilton
Avenue, social and recreational
programs for users of mental health
services) 753-2143

The Craft Council Gallery (Devon
House, Duckworth Street; www.
craftcouncil.nl.ca)
Leyton Gallery Exhibit (www.
theleytongallery.com)

Free Internet: Love of Learning offers
free internet and computer use for
resilient youth between 15 and 35
years old, noon to 6pm, weekdays
in the basement of the Gower Street
United Church. For more info, visit
www.fortheloveoflearning.org or call
Darcy at 722-8848.
For The Love of Learning (weekdays,
12pm-6pm, Free to youth 15-35):
99 Gower Street. Classes in world
religion, philosophy, folklore, art,
theatre, resume-building. Free lunch
at 1PM (722-4846)
Mall Walkers’ Club: (Avalon Mall,
Thursdays, 8:45am) (737-2333)

Seniors Bridging Culture: (Seniors
Resource Centre, Thursdays,
2pm) Tea, guest speakers, and
conversation (737-2333)

The Rooms: (www.therooms.ca
Wednesdays 6pm-9pm & first
Saturday/month, Nov-May are Free,
9 Bonaventure Ave. 757-8000)

Seniors Friendship Club: (Seniors
Resource Centre, Fridays, 2pm
737-2333)
Shambhala Meditation Group: (Billy
Rahal Fieldhouse, rear Elizabeth
Towers) Free meditation practice.
Call 576-4727 or visit http://stjohns.
shambhala.org

SPECIAL EVENTS LISTINGS
JunoFest (100 Bands, 16 Venus, Apr
16/17) www.junofest.ca for info.

Traditional Latin Mass: The Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass in the
Extraordinary Form (Traditional
Latin) is celebrated on Sundays,
5:15 PM at St. Pius X Church,
Smithville Cres. Latin-English
Missals and resources provided. For
info or a free Visitor’s Guide to the
Latin Mass call Una Voce 722-4842
or email unavoce.sopc@gmail.com

Juno Fan Fare (Village Mall, Apr 17,
12pm) Free autograph session with
Juno nominated artists.
Juno Songwriters Circle (Arts and
Culture Centre, Apr 18, 1pm)
Featuring stories and performances
from six artists, hosted by Dallas
Green.
Focal Play’n Photowalk (Cape Spear,
Apr 18, 1-4pm) for more: www.
focalplayn.com

St. John’s City Council Meeting: (City
Council Chambers, 4th Floor,
Mondays, 4:30pm) Public welcome,
see agenda www.stjohns.ca, posted
Friday afternoons

YTV’s The Next Star: (Capitol Hotel,
May 1, 7-9am) Season 3 nation
wide 6 city tour for kids 15 and
under who want to be Canada’s
next singing sensation. Meet Adamo
Ruggiero (Degrassi: TNG) Suzie
McNiel and more!

Overeaters Anonymous: If your eating
habits are making you unhappy and
putting you at risk for serious health
problems, you can do something
about it. Call 738-1742 or www.oa.org

Wellness & Yoga Workshops (Apr 29
- May 2) Yoga, Meditation, Guided
Imagery, Coping with Change;
visit www.alivewithyoga.ca or call
754-2425.

Tango On The Edge - Argentine Tango:
(Thursdays 8:30-10:30, RCA Club,
10 Bennett Ave) All welcome.

St. John’s Library Board AGM (AC
Hunter Library, May 3, 7:30pm)
email alanfgood@yahoo.ca
Comic Jam (Hava Java, last Monday of
every month, 7PM, free)
St. John’s Farmers’ Market (Saturdays,
10AM-2PM), Lion’s Club Chalet,
Mayor Avenue

It’s never too late to Quit Smoking
Are you planning to reduce or
quit smoking? You only have to
be thinking about it. Ask about a
personal or group presentation.
All participants receive a Coping
Kit. Phone Paula at the Seniors
Resource Centre NL 800-563-5599

Get Plastered!
Specializing in casting
pregnant tummies
& Baby Bummies
AlexandraÊBaird,ÊBFA
(709)743-0059
plastered.casting@gmail.com
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Your Bags
My Messy Unpack
Hauling around your baggage from past relationships
Bedroom Stop
by Josey Vogles
“There are plenty of fish in the sea.” and “Time heals all
wounds.” You’ve heard ‘em all right? Russell Friedman and
John W. James say jaunty phrases like these are the worst
advice for handling a breakup. “The attempt to soothe is
always well intentioned but rarely helpful,” say the authors
of Moving On: Dump Your Relationship Baggage and
Make Room for the Love of Your Life. Despite its oh-godnot-another-one-of-those-books title, this is one of the best
relationship books to have popped up in a while.
Rather than spend a lot of time splicing, dicing and trying
to spice up the failing relationships we’re currently in,
Friedman and James, founders of the Grief Recovery
Institute have applied techniques used to help clients deal
with death to help them deal with the one thing they rarely
do when entering into a new relationship: properly say
good-bye to the other crappy relationships from before.
“A breakup is the death of a relationship,” says Friedman.
“And just as when someone dies, you’re suddenly
robbed of all the hopes, dreams and expectations you
had for the future with that person.” Then we drag all
that disappointment, anger and resentment into our next
relationship. After a few rounds, it’s no wonder so many
can’t make the damn things work. In fact, says Friedman,
the 50% divorce rate is nothing compared to the 70% of
relationships that fail outside of marriage. Friedman and
James partly blame our society’s discomfort with feelings
of sadness.“By the time a child is 15, he or she will have
received more than 23 thousand messages that sad or

$3 Bill

And that old, “time heals all” bit? Friedman and James
liken this advice to expecting time to fill a flat tire with air.
To take the analogy further, imagine you continue driving
on that flat tire while waiting for time to fill it up again.
It would make driving in a straight line really hard and
eventually, you’d destroy the rim and the wheel. So just
like you need to take action to fill up your tire before you
can move forward (like call a tow truck or use a jack and
fix it yourself), there’s a need to take action in order to refill
emotional flat tires and move forward.
The action, the authors suggest, is something they call
the “past relationship review,” an exercise that forces
you to formally review past relationships and be honest
with yourself about the good, bad and ugly of each one.

Their suggested
process, if done
honestly and openly, allows you to “complete” past
relationships by forgiving exes for their shit and
apologizing for your own so you don’t end up dragging
all that “unfinished emotional business” into subsequent
relationships. But, “he was a bastard and I’ll never be
able to forgive him,” you say. Forgiving doesn’t condone
the person’s behaviour, says Friedman. However, “not
forgiving keeps you in prison and not them,” he says. In
fact, forgiveness has nothing to do with the other person.
Which is why the authors are so adamant about the fact
that none of this process be shared with your exes. They
mean it. This is strictly a personal exercise. Suddenly
calling him up to tell him you forgive him for being such a
jerk isn’t going to inflate anyone’s tires. Friedman likens
the process to scraping old paint off a house to prepare it
for a fresh coat. And, once you’re ready, they’ve got some
great advice for making that fresh coat last. For more, go
to relationshipbaggage.com.

Kazan inspired Jack Kirby’s DC Comics superheroine
By Richard Burnett

Ladies and gentlemen, Lainie Kazan.
Most young people know Kazan as the in-your-face mom in
the classic comedy My Favourite Year with Peter O’Toole,
or the mom in My Big Fat Greek Wedding, or Bette Midler’s
mom in Beaches, and now the mom of a Jewish gay son
in Oy Vey! My Son Is Gay! which is still in limited release
across North America. But Broadway audiences first fell
head-over-heels for Lainie back in 1964 when she was the
understudy for Barbra Streisand in Funny Girl at NYC’s
Winter Garden Theatre. Fifteen months passed before
Lainie, now 69, got her first real shot at the big time and
she remembers it like it happened yesterday. “I knew
Streisand had strep throat and so the next morning I got
the call,” says Kazan, who in turn called every friend and
showbiz connection she knew. “So I went to rehearsal, got
dressed for the performance and I was in the wings ready
to go on when Barbra walked into the house and did the
show. The headline in one paper was, ‘It ain’t funny, girl.’ I
was devastated.” Kazan continues, “When I [returned] to
the theatre, they told me, ‘You’re going on today but you
can’t call anyone.’”

|

Pet fish dies? Don’t worry honey, there are plenty more
fish in the, er, pet store. Hurt son? Suck it up and get over
it. All that stuff we learn about feeling bad or sad gets
packed into the suitcase and hauled into adulthood and
into our relationships. Relationship ends? Don’t worry;
you can get a new one. Heart hurtin’ like someone’s
shoved it full of broken glass? Suck it up and get over it.
But the new fish/relationship isn’t a replacement for the
old one, say the authors. Relationships aren’t replaceable
or interchangeable. Each is unique and need to be
experienced, completed and mourned differently.

But the process isn’t
just intellectual. “We
know people who can
recite a doctoral thesis
on what happened
and who did what to
whom but still aren’t
emotionally complete.”

Big Barda

Broadway legend Lainie Kazan is a brassy broad but
she says she really ain’t. Then Lainie, who chews up the
scenery in the Hollywood comedy Oy Vey! My Son Is Gay!,
says, “At first I thought people would be offended by the title
[of the movie], so I wanted [the director] to change it to Oh
Fuck! My Son’s a Shmuck!”

CURRENT

painful feelings should not be communicated to others,”
they write.
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Bottom line, the producers were worried about ticket sales.
No Streisand, no sell out. “But I asked if could make one
call,” Kazan says. “So I called my mom who had a duplicate
list [of press and showbiz connections]!” says Lainie. “In
the wings that night I knew I was okay. I was young. And
Kazan on the set of Oy Vey! Credit: New Generation Films
I’ll never forget stepping out onto that dark stage with the
Alford – a.k.a. Cherie – in Dallas. “He did his show for me
work light and I looked out at the audience and went up to
sing my first song and the people were leaving. But when I once and – oh my God – it was a little too much of me!”
started singing, they started coming back.”
The Tony nominee loves her gay fans right back, too: Lainie
serves on the board of AIDS Project LA and produced and
Overnight Kazan literally became the toast of New York.
starred with Bette Midler, Madeline Kahn, Patti LuPone,
She appeared in nightclubs coast to coast, guested on
Elaine Stritch and Andrea Martin in Doin’ What Comes
The Dean Martin Show 26 times (“We went out – but not
Natur’lly, the Broadway tribute to Ethel Merman and bigdrinking”) and opened her Lainie’s Room and Lainie’s
ticket benefit for the Gay Men’s Health Crisis.
Room East at the Los Angeles and New York Playboy
Clubs. “The Playboy clubs were a great place to hone my
Her gay fans are also why Kazan agreed to co-star in
craft and give my musicians steady jobs,” says Lainie. “I
put their L.A. club in the black in six months. Then I opened director Evgeny Afineevsky’s fab feature film Oy Vey! My
Son Is Gay! alongside Montreal native Saul Rubinek,
New York. In Chicago they called me the singing tycoon!”
Carmen Electra, Bruce Vilanch, Jai Rodriguez, Tony awardwinner John Lloyd Young and Vincent Pastore of The
Ask Kazan to recount any of her hundreds of anecdotes.
Sopranos. With that WFF screening, Oy Vey! – basically a
“One night my bass player and lead singer quit on me,
Jewish Mambo Italiano – became an instant camp classic.
so I went on stage myself!” She also stripped for a 1970
Playboy spread. “Upset mothers marched on the streets of “I hope the film will help break down barriers in America,”
Lainie sighs. “I [also] think I have a huge gay fan base
Las Vegas – Vegas!”
because for so long gay people suppressed their own
Drag queens loved Lainie because she was such a hoot to feelings and identities,” Lainie says. “And me being so bold,
I’m not afraid to show mine.”
impersonate. And Kazan’s favourite drag queen was Ron
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